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HiPCO Single Walled 
Carbon nanotubes



Spinning CVD-grown Multi-
Walled Carbon Nanotubes



University of Basel.  pages.unibas.ch/phys-meso/Pictures/pictures.html  

Multi-Wall Carbon 
Nanotube bundles. 



www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/consumer/browse/products/bmc_racing_fourstroke_fs0

Nanotube composite 
bike frame

http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/consumer/browse/products/optisol_sun_defence/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/consumer/browse/products/optisol_sun_defence/


  NASA
The Space Elevator.  
An artist’s impression



“We are actually making 
elastic smoke, which we can 

then wind up into a fibre”

Professor Alan Windle
University of Cambridge

Times Online, Jan 18 2008
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/driving/features/article5529668.ece?token=null&offset=0&page=1

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/driving/features/article5529668.ece?token=null&offset=0&page=1
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/driving/features/article5529668.ece?token=null&offset=0&page=1


Robert Johnson and  A. T. Charlie Johnson , University of Pennsylvania.
http://www.lrsm.upenn.edu/~nanophys/biosensors.html

Nanotube Sensor

http://www.ibm.com
http://www.ibm.com


http://www.upenn.edu/pennnews/article.php?id=825

Nanotube 
Electronics

http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/consumer/browse/products/optisol_sun_defence/
http://www.nanotechproject.org/inventories/consumer/browse/products/optisol_sun_defence/


“More than half of those who suffer acute 
radiation injury die within 30 days, not from the 
initial radioactive particles themselves but from 
the devastation they cause in the immune 
system, the gastrointestinal tract and other 
parts of the body. Ideally, we’d like to develop a 
drug that can be administered within 12 hours 
of exposure and prevent deaths from what are 
currently fatal exposure doses of ionizing 
radiation...” 

Jim Tour
Rice University

Science Daily, Jan 29 2008
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/01/080128084415.htm
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Asbestos

Carbon Nanotubes

5 µm

Carbon nanotubes that look like harmful asbestos fibers, 
behave like harmful asbestos fibers

Poland, C. A., R. Duffin, I. Kinloch, A. Maynard, W. A. H. Wallace, A. Seaton, V. Stone, S. Brown, W. MacNee and K. Donaldson (2008). "Carbon nanotubes 
introduced into the abdominal cavity of mice show asbestos-like pathogenicity in a pilot study." Nature Nanotechnology doi:10.1038/nnano.2008.111.
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Possible Risks?
Fiber-like behavior
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Proximal region of lung
Visible SWCNT clumps 

Distal region of lung
No SWCNT visible 
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Possible Risks?
Chemistry and morphology

Shvedova, A. A., et al.  Physiol.-Lung Cell. Mol. Physiol. 289, 698-708, 2005.



Maynard, A. D., P. A. Baron, et al. (2004). J. Toxicol. Environ. Health 67(1): 87-107.

SWCNT Aerosol
Generated from dry material through energetic agitation
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How do you develop and introduce 
an important new technology...

...without creating more problems 
than you solve?

Challenge:



Policy

Science
Goals Mechanisms

Wealth Jobs

Quality of Life

Funding

InnovationSecurity

A simple perspective...



The art of making 
impossible decisions

Policy
One definition:
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Another simple perspective...

Funding

Mechanisms



2002
2003

For Science, Nanotech 
Poses Big Unknowns
Rick Weiss, Feb 1 2004

The risks of nanoparticles may ultimately prove to be 
minor and avoidable, experts say. Nonetheless, in a move 
that industry supporters blame on a conflation of facts 
with popular fiction -- such as Michael Crichton's best-
selling thriller "Prey," in which rogue nanoparticles wreak 
deadly havoc -- activists have begun to organize against 
the science.

 Last year alone, hundreds of tons of nanomaterials were 
made in U.S. labs and factories. Microscopically thin 
sheets of tightly woven carbon atoms are being wrapped 
around the cores of tennis balls to keep air from 
escaping. New fabrics have been endowed with 
nanofibers that keep stains from settling in. Some 
sunscreens have ultraviolet-absorbing nanoparticles so 
small they cannot reflect light, making them invisible. 
Tennis rackets and airplane bodies are being made with 
nanomaterials whose atoms have been carefully arranged 
to make them especially strong.

Page A01
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NEHI
Nanoscale Environment and Health Implications Working Group

To improve communication of information related to environmental and health 
aspects of nanotechnology by the National Nanotechnology Coordination 
Office (NNCO), the NSET Subcommittee, and individual agencies. 

To assist in the development of information and strategies as a basis for the 
drafting of guidance in the safe handling and use of nanoproducts by 
researchers, workers, and consumers. 

To support, with input from the NSET Subcommittee and other appropriate 
interagency groups, the development of tools and methods for identifying and 
setting priorities among specific research to enable risk analysis of and 
regulatory decision-making regarding nanoproducts. 

To support development of nanotechnology standards, including nomenclature 
and terminology, by consensus-based standards organizations. 

Charter

2005



Purpose

Federal oversight approaches should be cognizant of the 
potential benefits of nanotechnology, including health, 
economic and environmental benefits, while recognizing 
uncertainties surrounding the evolving science and 
technology.  The purpose of considering environmental, 
health and safety oversight approaches in the context of 
nanotechnology is to protect human health and the 
environment... 

Office of Science and Technology Policy 
Principles for Nanotechnology Environmental, Health, and Safety Oversight

http://www.ostp.gov/galleries/default-file/Nano%20EHS%20Principles%20Memo_OSTP-CEQ_FINAL.pdf

http://www.ostp.gov/galleries/default-file/Nano%20EHS%20Principles%20Memo_OSTP-CEQ_FINAL.pdf
http://www.ostp.gov/galleries/default-file/Nano%20EHS%20Principles%20Memo_OSTP-CEQ_FINAL.pdf


Nanotechnology under Bush
Scoresheet

•Knowledge Generation:

•Maximizing Benefits:

•Understanding Challenges:

•Managing Risks:

•Involving Stakeholders:

A
B-
C
C-
C



Nanotechnology under Obama
Scoresheet

“We will restore science to its rightful place, 
and wield technology's wonders to raise 
health care's quality and lower its cost. We 
will harness the sun and the winds and the 
soil to fuel our cars and run our factories. 
And we will transform our schools and 
colleges and universities to meet the 
demands of a new age.”

Presidential Inauguration Speech
January 20 2009



•Knowledge Generation:

•Maximizing Benefits:

•Understanding Challenges:

•Managing Risks:

•Involving Stakeholders:

?
?
?
?
?

Nanotechnology under Obama
Scoresheet



House Science Subcommittee on Research & Science Education
October 31 2007



Developing a Robust Risk Research Policy
(A partial perspective)

Goals Mechanisms

Quality of Life Funding

Short Term
Identify
Assess
Manage

Long Term
New knowledge
New questions

Targeted 
research

Exploratory 
research

PartnershipsKnowledge 
Transfer

$50M - $100M New 
Funding Per Annum

Strategic 
Resource 
Allocation

Translating science into 
life-improving decisions



Topless Humans Organized for Natural Genetics (THONG)
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www.etcgroup.org

http://www.etcgroup.org
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Still something of a simple perspective...





In the past few years I have spoken to many groups of my colleague 
scientists and engineers about a new, additional role that, I believe, 
we must play in society. I termed this role the "civic scientist," with 
civic meaning "concerning or affecting the community or the people." 
In this new civic capacity, scientists and engineers step beyond their 
campuses, laboratories, and institutes and into the center of their 
communities to engage in active dialogue with their fellow citizens. 
...
In the final analysis, this larger engagement does not mean a focused 
or fixed research agenda. It does mean openness to new research 
challenges and unprecedented partnerships among diverse fields and 
interests. It does mean a commitment to effective communication of 
knowledge, and connections between discovery and the use of new 
knowledge in service to society. And it especially means placing a 
high priority on education and learning for all youngsters wherever 
they begin their lives. 

Neal Lane
Former science advisor to President Clinton 

AAAS Science and Technology Policy  Yearbook 1999
http://www.aaas.org/spp/yearbook/chap22.htm

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/driving/features/article5529668.ece?token=null&offset=0&page=1
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